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A powerful application software SPAN C63 had been developed for NAA on
PDP-11/3^ computer system by the end of 1983. Since then about ^0000 NAA
(neutron activation analysis) experiments have been performed successfully
with the software SPAN. It is enough to show the software is reliable and
easy to use. I had adapted the software into the DEC Professional 350
computer by the end of 1985. Now the software has been adapted into IBM
PC-XT and —AT. All the software and the user's manuals have been given to
J. Dolnicar, the head of the Physics Section, RI, IAEA.

To transfer the source programs of the SPAN to the DEC Professional
350 and the IBM PC computer a transfer service has been developed. With
it all the source programs and the nuclear data library have been
transfered into the DEC Professional 350 and the IBM PC computer.

The operating system of the DEC Pro.350 is P/OS and of the IBM PC is
DOS, which are much different •from the operating system of PDP-11, so
the program must be reorganized. Because the P/OS use the menu mode, all
the necessary files for P/OS, such as the menu •file, the help file, the
install file, the indirect command file and the overlay description
files, have been written. Por the DOS of IBM PC we developed a menu
management system, which would make the software SPAN easy to use as
under the P/OS. The graphic function has also been developed under the
P/OS and DOS, the curves and the spectrum can be displaied on the
screen, and they may also be copied on a printer.

A lot of tests and revisions have been performed. Now the development
of the software has been finished and it has following characteristics:
A. Full Functions.
a. The peak analysis.
* To search peaks automatically.
* To fit background line and to subtract it from a spectrum
directly.

* To resolve multiplE-ts.
* To calculate the central channel, energy, net area, standard

error, and FWHM of each peak.
* To identify nuclids.
* To calculate the radioactivity of every nuclide.
* To print out a peak analysis report.

b. The activation analysis calculation.
* To correct the irrdiation time and decay time.
* To calculate the concentration or detection limit of each
element.

* To print a NAA report.



c. Many auxiliary functions.
* To list the final report of activation analysis.
* To modify the analyssis report.
* To transfer spectrum data.
* To do detector calibrations.
* To do automatic recal ibration of p'iergies.
* To edit the nuclear data library.
* To edit the elements of interest.
* To edit the SRM (standard referfence material).
* To do calibration with the SRM.
* To display a spectrum or a curve.

B. Accurate and reliable analysis results.

a. No peak is last. Many spectra have been analyzed with the SPAN and
the results have been checked carefully, we find no peak which can be
found by man's eyes is lost.

b. The integral peak technique has been used. Thit technique can
produce a step background line, it can finely describe the background
under peaks and can be subtracted directly from the spectra. So the
accurate value of net peak area can be obtained.

c. The programs are very capable in resolving multiplits. Both the LSF
(least squares fitting) method and the EF'3 (Experimenta] Peak Shape)
Function have been used for peak analysis. They are very capable of
resolving the multiplets and the limit of identification for closed
doublet of equal intensities is about hair of the FWHM.

C. Very easy to use.

* Multiple menus and options are supplied for user.
* All the parameters will be memorized.
* "LEARN* -function is very useful for a lot of common samples.
* LOOP and PAUSE are available.

Under the P/OS system, it is easy for every user to use the software
by means of menus, function keys.and dialogues.

* Menus are the lists from which you choose the options that you want.
You do not need to memorize any commands to use menus.

* Function Keys are the keys on your keyboard, which have labels
indicating what they do. Ar» you read this guide you will learn to use
the function keys.

* Dialogues are the requests for information. When a question appears
on the screen, you type in the requested information. PRO/SPAN VS.O uses
dialogues for functions that require informations you provide.

Under the DOS of IBM PC all above functions have also been imitated,
which made the IBM/SPAN was also very easy to use as the PRO/SPAN, and
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somewhere the IBM/SPAM waa more convenient than PRO/SPAN. For the user's
concenience a full enough help-functions have been established. When
pressing <HELP> key or <H> key a message relevant to the work you are
doing will appear on the screen. Normally users may use the software
without the user's manual.

The SPAN is a large application software and it is very complex, so I
can not describe it all—sidedly. In this paper I only describe some
special projects that feature the SPAN.

Search Peaks

To search peaks the program must get:

1. Not to loss any peak, all the peaks in the spectra must be found by the
program.

S. To avoid any mistake to, accur in searching peaks, the photopeaks must
differentiate from thé undulation of background.

For the purposes following program steps have been designed:

Step 1. use the comparison method by channel to search peíks. If channel
i is the top of a peak, fpllowing conditions must satisfy:

Ai > MAX <Ai-l,Ai-2,Ai-3,Ai-4,Ai+l) <1)
or

Ai > MAX (Ai + 1 ,Ai+2,Ai+3,Ai+<4,Ai-l ) (S)
and

(Ai-1 + Ai + Ai+1) > (Ai+4 + Ai+5 + Ai+6) + H*5 (3)
or

(Ai-1 + Ai + Ai + 1) > (Ai-̂ t + Ai-5 + Ai-6) + H*S < <+)

Where MAX<a,b,c,....) means the maximum of a, b, c, .... Ai is the
number of ccunts of channel i; S = SQRT(Ai-1,Ai,Ai+1); H 13 a given
constant called sensitivity factor. The smaller factor is, the more
sensitive to search peaks is. The value of the factor is from 2.0 to
7.5. This step is very effective for searching peaks, all the single
peaks and the open muliplet can be found, but the position of the peaks
in the closed multiplet can not be located. It this case c- tep 2 must be

Step 2. third derivative method to search peaks C1],C23. Toe step 2 is
used to find the peaks in closed multiplet in the software. Where there is
the top of a peak, there the third derivative of the spect urn will change
from positive to negative.

Step 3. The weak peak in the multiplet can be found by che;k the residuals
after fitting the spectrum. Closed multiplet can be differentiated from a
single peak by check its FWHM, if the FWHM value is 1.15 times larger than
the calibration value, the peak can be considered a closec multiplet.
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Above method to search peaks is much fast and reliable. All the peaks
in the spectrum can be found and none is lost, (see Fig.l)

Direct Subtraction of Background

The integral peak technique C73 is used to direct subtract the
background from a spectrum. WATZIG etc C33 described the method in 197B.
They considered that there is a step background under a peak and it
change with the integral of the peak counts. Now many improvements have
been made in our software:

1. WAT2IS etc use two horizontal lines as the background line beside a
peak. But I think most of the peaks are distributed on an oblique
background line, so I use two fitted lines as the background beside the
peak.

2. WATZIG etc sum the counts under a peak as the integral value, but I
think the background step is occured under the peak only, so it is only
related to the integral of the net peak

To design the program I consider that a background line must be on
folowing principles:

1. The designed background line under a peak must coincide with the
background line outside the peak.

S. The peak lead to the background step.

3. Under the multiplet there are multiple steps of the background line
and every step is directly proportional to the net peak area.

4. The peak shape is not a function but similar to the Gaussian
function, so the background can not change suddenly, it must change with
the peak, shape profile.
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From what is said above, we can obtain an important inference:

The change of the background step is directly proportional to the net
peak counts at a channel:

dH = H Yi/S (5)

Where Yi is the net count of channel i ,

Yi = Ai - Bi • (6)

Where Ai is the counts of channel i; Bi is the background of channel j.
In equality (5) S is the net peak area:

m
S = S Yi (7)

i=n

n and m are the left and right limits of the peak respectively.

We can find two background ranges beside a peak and two lines can be
fitted with the background data: BI = al + bl*X and B2 = £<2 + bS*X .
Extending the lines to Xo (the centre of the peak), the total step can
be obtained:

H = (al + bl*Xo) - (aS + bS*Xo) (8)

The Xo can be obtained as below:

Z (Yi*i)
Xo = (9)

Z Yi

On above principles the background under a peak can be expressed as
follows:

i
r al + bl*i - HC( S Y D - YÍ3/5 , i < Xo (10)

l=n

Bi = i

i
1 aE + bS*i + Htl-C(" 2 Y D - YiD/S> , i > Xo

l=n

In above equalities H, Xo, Yi and S change with the background Bi, so Bi
must be obtained by iteration method. Usually after S-5 times iteration,
the convergent value can be obtained. For both the single peak and the
multiplet the satisfactory background line can be obtained with the
method, (see Fig H.) and it can be subtracted directly from the spectrum.
For a single peak a accurate value of the net peak area can be obtained



immediately. For a multiplet the peak shape fitting must be performed.
Because no background parameter needs to participate in the fitting, the
calculation speed is faster.
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Fig.S The Background Line Obtained by the Integral Peal- Technique

Peak Shape pitting cf Multiplet

The practical peak shape pf Ge(Li) Gamma spectrum differs from
Gaussian distribution in some way, for example the peak is nut quite
symmetric and some peaks have their tails. It forces men to modify the
peak shape function, and different modified Gaussian functions have been
designed mi. The more modified items are, the more similar peak shape
function is with the practical peak shape, but the much mor.- spended
time to calculate is and the more possibility of failing is. Sometimes
it is difficult to use a peak shape function to describe a practical
peak shape in detail.

Another method has been used to fit peak in the software, which is
called the experimental peak shape fitting technique. We us •• the
standard sources to measure a series of peak shapes at diff rent
energies, and store them in the peak shape library as the t.andard peak
shapes. Then we use the standard peak shape with a near ene gy to
perform the peak shape fitting.

The experimental peak shape fitting technique has following advantages:
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1. The peak shape in sample spectra can be finely descr iied with the
standard peak shape obtaind by experiments. The peak tail . of some
detectors also can be finely described. A better fitting i an be obtained
with the technique (see Fig 3 ) .
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Fig.3 A fitting example with the experimental peak shape

2. Because there is not ̂ ny exponential function calculation and the
parameters have been decreased, the calculation time can be saved, and
the possibility of failirtg is decreased too.

3. The obtained net peak area is very near to the result of the TPA
method. So we can use the two methods to process data of a spectrum. For
the single peaks the TPA method will be used, and for the multiplets the
peak shape fitting method! will be used.

The technique need many preparations, which is a weakness of the method.

NAA Caculation

After the spectrum analysis the NAA caculation can be performed with
the software. The used basic formula is shown as follows:

N = 6.0a3-102î ) lexp <-ÀTd > C 1-exp (-\Tt ) : /

Where
N is the net peak area (number of counts in the photopeak concerned);
m is the weight of a target element <g);
6 is the natural fractional abundance of the target isotope;
F* is the neutron flux (n/s.cm*);
o" is the neutron-activation cross-section (cm 2);
X is the decay constant (s-M;
A is the atomic weight (g);
Ti is the irradiation time (s);
Td is the decay time <s);
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Tc is the collecting active time (s);
Tt is the collecting true time (s>;
I is the gamma branching ratio far the gamma ray of interest, (number
of gamma rays of particular energy emitted per disintegration);

f is the efficiency of detector at the energy of interest;

The target element weight m can be obtained with above equality, but
to obtain the absolute cross—section, the absolute efficiency and the
absolute neutron flux is very difficult. To obtain the accurate value of
the target element weight, the calculated result must be multiplied by a
correction factor, that can be obtained by the activation analysis of
the standard referfence material. The service, to obtain the correction
factors, has been included In the software. After make the correction,
only need enter the relative value that is enough to obtain a accurate
analysis result.

An activation analysis report can be obtained with the MAA calculation
service. If the concerned photopeak is found in the spectrum, the
element concentration and its statistical error will be printed out. If
the concerned photopeak is not found, the detection limit will be
calculated by below:

Ld = <r + 2.7

there <r is the statistical error of the background value, that use the
integral in a range of 6 times the FWHM. The detection limit will be
printed out too in the NAA report. If the decay time is too long ( more
than a times the half—live)., the information "can't do" will be printed
out for the element.

There is a list service in the software, with it a final NAA report
can be obtained. In a final report sheet 7 samples can be listed. The
average value can be calculated and the list can be copied if need be.

Now the software only connect with the S-35 MCA of Canberra. I plan to
connect the software with spme types of MCA in common use, that would
make the software more useful1 fur developing countries . I am sure the
software SPAN will be a powerful tool of analysts to perform neutron
activation analysis.
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